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STAGE

'Journey Under the
Midnight Sun'
Adapted from Keigo
Higashino's most famous
masterpiece of the same name,
the musicial "Journey Under the
Midnight Sun" reveals the good
and evil of human nature through
a hopeless love story. Starring
actress Han Xue and musical
performer Liu Lingfei. the play
was commented by numerous
audiences as "an adaptation full of
surprises." It preserves the
character design of the original
novel, while at the same time
presenting the twists and turns in
the story with creative stage
techniques.
Time: 7:30 p.m., May 17 & 18
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater
(琴台大剧院)
Tickets: ￥80, ￥280, ￥480,
￥680, ￥880, ￥1080

CONCERT

Italian duo
Nordio-Scattolin

Domenico Nordio is one of the most
acclaimed musicians of our time. He has
performed in the world's most prestigious
halls (Carnegie Hall in New York, Salle
Pleyel in Paris, Teatro alla Scala in Milan,
Barbican Center in London and Suntory
Hall in Tokyo), along with leading
orchestras, such as the London Symphony,
and with renowned conductors such as
Claus Peter Flor. His partner, Massimo
Scattolin, described by the critics as one of
the best guitar performers for his superb
skills, was once a pupil of Andres Segovia,
the most important classical guitarist of the
20th century. The duo will play works of
Paganini, Giuliani and Piazzolla.
Time: 7:30 p.m., April 25
Venue: Qintai Concert Hall (琴台音乐厅)
Tickets: ￥50, ￥80, ￥120, ￥180

Hacken Lee's 30th
Anniversary concert

Hacken Lee Hak-kan is an
established Hong Kong singer,
television host and sports commentator
who has been actively engaged in the
entertainment industry since the 1980s.
He is hailed as a zero-defect singer.
The theme for his current world tour is
to celebrate the 30th anniversary of his
musical career and to thank his fans
who have supported him over the
years. This is also his first concert in
Wuhan where he will interact with his
fans and friends and sing his classic
hits.

Time: 7:30 p.m., May 11
Venue: Optics Valley International
Tennis Center (光谷国际网球中心)
Tickets: ￥299, ￥499, ￥699, ￥899,
￥1099, ￥1299

Jiang Xiaobai YOLO
Music Live Show

The first season of the Jiang
Xiaobai YOLO Music Live Show
was held in 2016 in Changsha,
Wuhan, Chongqing and Chengdu.
This year's show, back in Wuhan,
will offer the best cast in the
shows history. Tutors and winners
(GAI, Jony J and AfterJourney)
from "The Rap of China," a
Chinese rap competition show, and
super-popular rappers such as
Bridge, C-BLOCK, Huang Xu and
more will perform at the festival.
Time: 2:00 p.m.- 9:30 p.m.,
May 3 & 4
Venue: Wuhan Huabohui
(武汉花博汇）
Tickets: ￥380 (one-day ticket),
￥750 (two-day ticket)

